Modelling pencil-beam divergence with the electron pencil-beam redefinition algorithm.
The electron pencil-beam redefinition algorithm (PBRA), which is used to calculate electron beam dose distributions, assumes that the virtual source of each pencil beam is identical to that of the broad beam incident on the patient. In the present work, a virtual source specific for each pencil beam is modelled by including the source distance as a pencil-beam parameter to be redefined with depth. To incorporate a variable pencil-beam source distance parameter, the transport equation was reformulated to explicitly model divergence resulting in the algorithm divPBRA. Allowing the virtual source position to vary with individual pencil beams is expected to better model the effects of heterogeneities on local electron fluence divergence (or convergence). Selected experiments from a measured data set developed at The University of Texas M D Anderson Cancer Center were used to evaluate the accuracy of the dose calculated using divPBRA. Results of the calculation showed that the theory accurately predicted the virtual source position in regions of side-scatter equilibrium and predicted reasonable virtual source positions in regions lacking side-scatter equilibrium (i.e. penumbra and in the vicinity and shadow of internal heterogeneities). Results of the evaluation showed the dose accuracy of divPBRA to be marginally better to that of PBRA, except in regions of extremely sharp dose perturbations, where the divPBRA calculations were significantly greater than the measured data. Dose calculations using divPBRA took 45% longer than those using PBRA. Therefore, we concluded that divPBRA offers no significant advantage over PBRA for the purposes of clinical treatment planning. However, the results were promising and divPBRA might prove useful if further modelling were to include large-angle scattering, low-energy delta rays and brehmsstrahlung.